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The CIVICUS platform conducts periodic tracking of civic space at
the global level, assessing respect for freedoms of association and
assembly for peaceful purposes and expression, both in the laws
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and practices of the state. In this sense, at the end of July 2020,
it concluded that the Republic of Peru represents an obstructed
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civic space. This is the same rating given to the country in 2017,
referencing that the space for civic participation is “profoundly
challenged by those wielding power, who impose a combination
of legal and de facto limitations on the enjoyment of fundamental
3
rights.” Other countries in Latin America that share this classifi4
cation for 2020 are Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay, and Guatemala. In
this brief, we refer to three inherent problems with obstructing
civic space in Peru. In order of least to greatest severity they are
the present weak incorporation of contributions from civil society
in public policies, the exclusion of social groups, and the repression of citizen protests by police forces.
First, although there are formal spaces for the inclusion of civil
society in the democratic development of public policies, the discussion that is held in those spaces often does not result in specific policies that incorporate proposals from civil society. This is
because of the weak bureaucratic capacity of the Peruvian state
and the lack of political willingness to prioritize certain themes.
An example of this issue is the relationship between the state and
the organizations focused on integrating the immigrant population. The topic of immigration has taken on relevance in Peruvian
society, since Peru is the second-largest recipient country of the
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Venezuelan population at the global level, with more than a million
Venezuelans added to 32 million Peruvians. However, the space
for participation by those organizations is still being reduced. The
Intersectoral Roundtable for Immigration Management (Mesa
de Trabajo Intersectoral para la Gestión Migratoria), under the

leadership of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, joins representatives
from several sectors of the state and of civil society. However,
the ministry has not called a plenary session of the roundtable
since the end of August 2020. The prior call for March was canceled because of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the calls often correspond to protocol-related topics, lacking specific content for
immigration policy. Likewise, the impact of organizations is limited because the state lacks the capacity to effectively consider
and incorporate its primary contributions.
The second problem which affects civic space in Peru is the idea of
excluding the citizens, which still persists in the fragile Peruvian
democracy. Some social groups in Peru have still not achieved
effective recognition of their rights to civic participation, despite
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progress made in the formal recognition of these rights.
Thus, for example, there is a long path ahead as far as the effective
recognition of indigenous people’s rights to participation. Extractive
industries form an important part of the Peruvian economy, and
in recent years conflicts have arisen in connection with the social
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opposition against mining investment. Specifically, one of these,
Las Bambas, was included in the CIVICUS report for 2017 to high8
light the repression of demonstrators by the state. Likewise, four
environmental leaders were killed during the emergency period
generated by the pandemic in the regions of Huánuco, Junín, Madre
de Dios, and Amazonas. A journalistic investigation concluded that
three of them had asked for guarantees to protect their lives, but
they were not granted by the state, which offers a glimpse into the
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situation of defenselessness they find themselves in.
Sexual orientation and gender are also motives for exclusion in
the participation space in Peru. Despite the existence of two
roundtables that join 20 organizations defending the rights of
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the LGBTQ+ population, there is still “more active performance”
lacking from the Ministry of Women and Vulnerable Populations
to articulate the proposals of those organizations and trans10
form them into specific measures. The organizations dedicated to promoting women’s sexual and reproductive rights are
also facing challenges. Interviews held by members of CIVICUS
with women leaders from DEMUS (Estudio para la Defensa de
los Derechos de la Mujer, or Study for the Defense of Women’s
Human Rights) and Catholics for the Right to Decide show that
despite legal progress on women’s rights, these organizations
find their work obstructed because of the powerful position of
some Catholic and evangelical groups against the decriminalization of abortion and even their approach toward gender in public
11
education.
Third, the most serious problem we identify is repression by police
forces within the framework of citizen protests. Some examples
gathered by CIVICUS are the protest against the Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement in 2016, the strike of public school teachers in 2017, mobilizations against the pardon of former President
Alberto Fujimori in 2018, and the national protests that followed the
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vacancy of former President Martín Vizcarra in 2020.
In the framework of the November 2020 protests in Lima, the
deaths of youths Jack Pintado Sánchez and Inti Sotelo Camargo,
as well as the numerous cases of injuries, people detained without water or food, and the spread of images and videos proving
the police violence generated national and international indignation. On November 18, approximately one week after the start of
these mobilizations, the National Coordinator of Human Rights
(Coordinadora Nacional de Derechos Humanos) issued a communiqué demanding that the transition government of President
Francisco Sagasti conduct an “exhaustive and independent”
investigation into these events, and give care and reparations to
13
the affected individuals or their families. These recent social
mobilizations have shown that there is a strong demand for a
more institutionalized and inclusive democracy, which contrasts
with the ideas of some political parties and groups in power that
maintain an attitude of rejection and extreme suspicion toward
the protests, even coming to identify any left-wing movement as
14
a terrorist group.

–

organizations but also to analyze their contributions and
include whatever is deemed appropriate in the public policies.
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